AN UNEXPECTED VISIT

AN UNEXPECTED VISIT
1. OCCUPATION (PLURAL) _____________________
2. ACTIVITY (VERB) ________________________
3. VERB (PAST TENSE) ________________________
4. PLACE YOU SIT ________________________
5. VERB (PAST TENSE) ________________________

We tried having school this morning and again were
interrupted. Mr. and Mrs. Gage came to call on us. They
are __________ who are staying at the Marco Hotel. They
Occupation-s

were here to ___________________ more than a month ago
Activity (Verb)

6. THING (PLURAL) _______________________

and we were beginning to think that they would not come at

7. THING (PLURAL) _______________________

all to call. We ______________ on our _______________ and
Verb (Past Tense)

8. BODY PART _____________________
9. NAME OF RELATIVE _______________________
10. VERB (PAST TENSE) _______________________
11. LIQUID _______________________
12. NUMBER ______________________

Place You Sit

____________ with them for a while. We gave them some
Verb (Past Tense)

___________ and __________. Mr. Gage is very fond of the
Thing (Plural)

Thing (Plural)

latter. This afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Eubank and Harvey
came here. Harvey had something the matter with his

13. ADVERB ________________________

____________, which _____________ had to attend to. I think

14. ACTIVITY (ENDING IN “ING”) ______________________

he wanted it ____________. Mrs. Eubank said that there had

Body Part

Name of Relative

Verb (Past Tense)

Transfer your answers to the blanks on the story side.
Read your wacky version of events and share with others!
Then turn the page to find out what Marco pioneer
Saloma Olds actually wrote in her diary on February 22,
1913.

been quite a storm down by Pavilion Key. She said the
___________ rose _______ feet in twenty minutes and the
Liquid

Number

wind blew ______________. Guy Eubank, the eldest son,
Adverb

was there in it all, __________________.
Activity (Ending in “ing”)
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